Driving Instructions
Muscat – Alila Jabal Akhdar
Use the northwest expressway out of Muscat heading towards Seeb, and turn off at the Nizwa/Salalah exit and continue following
signs towards Izki / Nizwa

180 km/ 2 hr 30min

1. Take Route 15 towards Nizwa / Salalah and take the Nizwa / Salalah exit

120 km

2. Continue towards Izki and take the exit of Birkat Al Mouz / Al Jabal Al Akhdar

4.5 km

3. Turn left at the T-junction

1.5 km

4. Turn left at the next T-junction

1.3 km

5. At the roundabout, turn right

0.8 km

6. Continue driving until you reach Al Jabal Al Akhdar direction, turn left (there is a 17th century fortress – Bayt Al Ridaydah)

0.3 km

7. Drive along until you reach the Police Check Point

6.2 km

*Please be informed that you need a 4x4 car to pass by showing driving license as well as car registration paper
8. After driving up the long and steep winding road you will pass the Jabal Akhdar Hotel and take the right turn. Please look at the
small Alila sign on the corner

26.2 km

9. Continue driving towards village Al Roos, turn right at the sign for Al Roos
10. Keep driving and follow the road. You will see Alila gate ahead on the left side

Safe travels and see you at the hotel!

10.5 km
9.2 km

2h 30 min

Al Ain (UAE) – Alila Jabal Akhdar

Driving Instructions

1. Starting from Al Ain highway, take the exit of Jabal Haﬁt border towards Sultanate of Oman and keep driving towards Dhank City

approx. 120 km

2. Continue driving by following the Ibri sign on Route 21

approx. 60 km

3. Follow the Bahla / Jibreen sign and continue driving

approx. 100 km

4. Keep driving towards Nizwa / Izki and take the exit of Birkat Al Mouz / Al Jabal Al Akhdar

approx. 45 km

5. Follow the Al Jabal Al Akhdar sign and turn left

approx 3.6 km

6. Continue driving until you reach Al Jabal Al Akhdar direction, turn left (there is a 17th century fortress – Bayt Al Ridaydah)

0.3 km

7. Drive along until you reach the Police Check Point

6.2 km

*Please be informed that you need a 4x4 car to pass by showing driving license as well as car registration paper
8. After driving up the long and steep winding road you will pass the Jabal Akhdar Hotel and take the right turn. Please look at the
small Alila sign on the corner

26.2 km

9. Continue driving towards village Al Roos, turn right at the sign for Al Roos
10. Keep driving and follow the road. You will see Alila gate ahead on the left side

Safe travels and see you at the hotel!

10.5 km
9.2 km

6h 30 min
5h 26 min

